
Traits

Name

Age

Personal details

Judy

32

Master's degree

Highest obtained degree

Specialisation

Information law

Legal juggler

Characteristics Profession

Role in privacy complianceFrustrations

Legal expertise

In-house lawyer/ Privacy Officer

Professional activities

As an in-house lawyer, Judy is responsible 
for not only privacy compliance, but 
compliancy in all other legal aspects as 
well.

She ensures the legality of commercial 
transactions and advises the company on 
legal rights and duties.  

Privacy compliance activities

As Privacy Officer it’s her duty to 
implement the privacy policy hands-on 
and make her company GDPR compliant.

End goal
Judy wants to have an overview of all 
activities of the organisation concerning 
personal data. This includes current and 
future activities. Additionally, she wants 
all activities to be performed according to 
the GDPR. By doing so, she can ensure 
that her organisation is GDPR compliant.

She wants a complete and 
accurate overview of all 

privacy-concerning activities 
that is verifiable. 

I do not have knowledge of all activities 
involving personal data.

I can not assume that the information I 
receive about Systems and Processings is 
correct at a legal level.

I am responsible for the privacy 
compliance of my organisation, but I can 
not be sure that everything involving 
privacy compliance goes through me.

Others do not see the importance of 
privacy compliance as much as I do.

Experience goals
I want to be reassured that activities have 
been performed correctly.

I want to be informed and have a clear 
view on my immediate next steps.

I want to be taken seriously by my 
coworkers and for them to respect my 
authority.
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“Privacy compliance is my responsibility, but we have to achieve it 
together as a team.”

Go getter Responsible PracticalLeaderly

novice expert
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